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This year’s high-water crisis posed significant risk to 

the Club and had an impact on numerous Club 

events. Rob Hupfield (Entropy) reflects on this and 

shares some very surreal images taken by our grounds 

keeper Mark Ogilvie. Also in this issue is part 2 of 

Ron Mazza’s “International 14-Foot Dinghies at QCYC” 

featured in last month’s Clipper. You may also recall 

that Mongrel Media generously donated passes for a 

select group of members to see the screening of the 

documentary Maiden. Debra McKenna (Sweet Chariot) 

was fortunate enough to make a passage aboard 

Maiden from Vancouver to Seattle and shares her 

adventure. Keith Aldridge (Elan) describes an inter-

esting rendezvous with Amelia.
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Some were saying the lawns looked a bit parched. We’re 

not superstitious, because sailors aren’t, but honestly 

that was probably just asking for it. Even before Launch 

it looked like another high-water year. There was a lot 

of snowpack up north, and the lake was already high. 

Yet the forecasts predicted a year similar to last, with 

little indication of what was in store.  

And Then the Rain 

So we set a new monthly rain record. The rain fell on 

melting snowpack, and the upper lakes filled up fast. 

The Ottawa River flooded to a historic high. By April 

30, just after Launch, the Ottawa River peaked at a 

record 9,200 cubic metres per second (m3/s). That 

much water would fill a thousand-foot lake freighter in 

just 16 seconds, and it was clear we didn’t have 

enough lake freighters.  

And this is where understanding flows gets important. 

Montreal receives everything from the Ottawa River plus 

everything from the Moses-Saunders Dam at Cornwall, 

which basically means everything from all the Great 

Lakes too. Montreal gets all the water from everywhere. 

When the St. Lawrence Seaway opened in 1959, the 

Moses-Saunders Dam at Cornwall became the primary 

flood-control structure for Lake Ontario, plus everything 

above and below.  

The International Joint Commission (IJC), created by 

the US and Canada, became the governing body to 

figure out how to manage the new Seaway. The IJC in 

turn created the International Lake Ontario-St. 

Lawrence River Board, which was tasked with managing 

The Great Flood of 2019 
By Rob Hupfield



the dams. They quickly discovered Montreal can only 

handle about 15,400 m3/s of combined rampaging 

wetness, above which Montreal promptly washes into 

the Gulf of St. Lawrence.  

So, when the Ottawa River floods, the flow from Lake 

Ontario has to be restrained to stop extreme flooding 

at Montreal. Otherwise a lot of people get washed into 

the sea. By May 10, 2019, the Niagara River was 

gushing 8,400 m3/s into Lake Ontario. Add to this the 

3,800 m3/s from rainfall onto Lake Ontario, and 8200 

m3/s from the Ottawa River, and the total 20,400 m3/s 

was far more than Montreal could handle. So the dam 

had to clamp down and our water rose. Higher than 

ever, over the seawall and into the yard. One member 

even coined it “The Flood to End All Floods,” as all the 

other good names had been taken.  

The Practice Flood 
Luckily we had a practice flood in 2017. We thought it 

couldn’t get any wetter than that, but we were wrong.  

In that flood we rediscovered boots, and how to fill 

sandbags and build sandbag walls. We learned about 

pumps and hoses, and created a Pump Brigade to keep 

the pumps fuelled and respond to breaches. We built 

catwalks. We built water gauges, and installed webcams 

to monitor them. We ran temporary power to the drysail 

crane. We learned how to dam the railway to protect 

the yard and our neighbours from being flooded. 

Protecting the Clubhouse 
When it looked like a flood again in 2019, the 

experience from the practice flood proved vital. We 

knew if the clubhouse flooded for an extended period, 

we’d have rot and mould in the joists and flooring and 

walls. Repairs would likely be very expensive, perhaps 

into the hundreds of thousands of dollars. And the Club 

could lose power, washrooms, pumpout, the kitchen, 

the bar, everything. We might not have a club left.  

With limited sandbags and people available, we 

planned a medieval defence: an inner sandbag wall to 

turn our clubhouse quickly into a keep, and then an 

outer sandbag wall to take pressure off the inner wall 

and buy us time in the event of a breach. We’d pack in 

lots of pumps. We’d block off the railway and dinghy 
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ramp to protect the yard, and build up the north 

seawall to protect from waves.  

By Sailpast, May 18, sandbags were across the railway 

and dinghy ramp, but the yard was flooded and two 3” 

gas pumps were at work. Water-level oscillations, 

sometimes of several inches and occurring about once 

an hour, began overtopping the seawall in places and 

flooding the yard. After 20 minutes or so, the oscilla-

tions would recede and the pumps could do their thing.  

By May 25, the seawall was being regularly overtopped 

at the locker blocks in Red Section. We had the start of 

a basic defence sandbag wall around the clubhouse, but 

the sandbags couldn’t come fast enough. A big oscil-

lation found an opening in the inner sandbag wall near 

the front doors, and water briefly flooded the foyer. A 

Wednesday night race was cancelled so members and 

crew could help with reinforcements.  

At this point we knew things were going to get very 

bad. Not only was the lawn starting to flood, but the 

rising levels were starting to threaten other buildings, 

and we also had somehow to raise the steel wall next 

to the clubhouse. Water levels were going to overtop it 

within a week and something had to be done fast.  

The Photos: Moments Just in Time 
Mark Ogilvie, one of our terrific QCYC staff crew, had his 

camera with him at this worst moment of the flood and 

was experimenting with an ancient technology: B&W 

film. His photos capture much of the drama of this 

critical period. The entire north lawn was flooded at 

this point, and canoes were rediscovered as a tradi-

tional and very effective way to ferry cargo. 
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The Outer Wall 
By the end of May, water levels had surged through the 

2017 record. Lake inflows were still bigger than 

outflows, and the water was still rising. And waves 

from a 40-knot windstorm were knocking sandbags off 

the top of the north seawall. Around the clubhouse, the 

top of the seawall was sealed with an expanding 

urethane foam, a desperate measure, and buttressed 

sandbags were stacked on top of the steel pilings. 

Surprisingly this actually worked.  

With the LTS building now threatened by rising yard 

levels, a big effort was put into the Club’s outer 

sandbag wall. Sandbags were stretched all the way 

down the walk through Red Section, enclosing the yard. 

Our medieval defence was complete and, astonishingly, 

working. Only a few electric pumps were then needed 

to manage the water levels under the clubhouse and in 

the yard, and the big gas 

pumps were put in reserve 

for emergencies. By mid-

June, the average lake 

level had risen to 75.92m 

above mean sea level. The 

historical average is 

75.06m.  

Lessons Learned 
Building on the Practice 

Flood, we learned five 

important new things in 

2019:  

1. We learned to build 

sandbag walls really really 

well. Sod and patio slabs 

were removed to get a 

good bottom seal, the 

right amount of sand was put in sandbags, and we 

learned to stack them like bricks with offset joints 

for the best seal. We also learned how to use burlap 

bags for better seals. All this made a big difference.  

2.We learned how to stack sandbags on top of the steel 

seawall. This was probably the most critical single 

thing we did to protect the clubhouse, and it 

actually worked. None of us really thought it would. 

This section of the seawall will continue to be 

critical in future floods.  

3. We learned how to manage water levels in the yard. 

We successfully enclosed the yard with a sandbag 

wall, and were able to manage the water level within 

the yard with a minimum of pumps. This also 

protected the south end of the clubhouse, the LTS 

building, and our neighbours on Nottawa.  
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4. We learned how to manage water flow and erosion 

under the sandbags. The silty sand that Algonquin 

Island is made from is very permeable and erodable. 

By using double sandbag walls and step-down pools, 

we minimized 

piping events that 

cause the 

sandbag walls to 

collapse. Water 

can’t be stopped, 

but it can be 

managed.  

5. We learned to 

coordinate better 

with our neigh-

bours. QCYC is 

part of the Island 

community, and 

our communi-

cation and coordi-

nation improved 

during the flood. 

As a result, our 

neighbours had 

their defences 

ready during the 

period QCYC was not yet in control of yard water 

levels, and they were later protected by our outer 

defences during the highest levels. We were also able 

to drain the lawn to the big industrial pump at 

Nottawa and Seneca through the north gate.  

Future Floods 
With water levels remaining very high on all the Great 

Lakes, the prospect of future flooding looms large. 

Increased rainfalls from climate change are also likely. 

We need to flood-proof so our property is more usable 

and pleasant during the next one. The Club has created 

an advisory committee to address flood protection, and 

plans are afoot.  

The photos show flooding on the Toronto Islands at its 

very worst. The photos also show our Club at its very 

best, with members and friends working together in a 

common cause. Our first clubhouse fell into the harbour 

once, in 1920, and the Club survived. Our second 

clubhouse is now almost a century old and still afloat. 

We’re still here, and we still love this place. We are 

Venetians, and won’t let a bit of flooding stop us.  

And fortunately we also have a lot of boats.  
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The previous Clipper contained Part One of the history 

of International 14s at QCYC. It included a description 

of what an International 14 is and covered the history 

from the 1940s into the ’50s. Part Two completes that 

history through the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s. 

1960s: The Glory Years 
By 1962 the fleet had grown so much that the dinghy 

shed, originally built in 1957, was expanded to store 

four more boats to a total of 12. Over this decade the 

fleet added Jack Barber, Dennis Young, Arthur Earl, 

Norm Boyd, Ron and Rob Mazza, Joe Yorke, Gerry and 

Sam Grundland, and others. My brother Rob and I 

crewed in the mid '60s for Allan Rae, Peter Jones, 

Arthur Earl, and Mel Harris before, with the urging and 

assistance of Peter and Arthur, acquiring our own 14 in 

1967, a Buller II which we named Psychotic.  

In the early days the boats were constructed of wood, 

originally planked and ribbed then hot and cold 

moulded. They were beautiful examples of the boat 

builder’s art. By the mid ’60s, however, as new designs 

replaced the old, construction transitioned to fiber-

glass. 

In the 1960s QCYC 14 sailors increasingly made their 

presence felt. Davey Bell won the Great Lakes Champi-

onship in Rochester in 1961 against 36 competitors in 

his brand new Proctor V. Dennis Young, also sailing a 

Proctor V, according to Peter Jones, “in 1964 won just 

about every race he entered. There was a spontaneous 

standing ovation when he was presented the Parkinson 

Trophy.” Peter Jones with John Lye crewing was 

Part Two 

International  
14-Foot Dinghies  
at QCYC 1949  
to 1983
By Ron Mazza

Davey Bell racing in Buzzard’s Bay 

MA in the early ’60s



virtually unbeatable in the Toronto area in the mid to 

late ’60s in Typee, his Buller II. At the Lake Sailing 

Skiff Association (LSSA) regatta in 1968, he made a 

clean sweep of the 14-Foot Trophies, winning the Wade, 

the Baker, and the Bongard Cups. In that same year he 

also won the coveted Buzzard’s Bay Bowl in  

Massachusetts.  

The success of the QCYC 14 fleet in open completion 

this decade is exemplified in the Parkinson Trophy, 

awarded to a QCYC member “for the Most Outstanding 

Achievement or Merit in Open Yachting Competition.”  

It was awarded to members of the 14 fleet in 6 of 

those 10 years.  

1961 – David Bell  

1962 – Jack Barber  

1963 – Jack Barber  

1964 – Dennis Young  

1665 – Peter Jones  

1966 – Peter Jones  

Why Peter Jones didn’t get it again in 1968, 

given his success at LSSA, is a mystery. It was 

not awarded that year. 

QCYC was always a contender in the annual 

interclub four-boat team racing for the hotly 

contested Curry Cup. Outside colleges, team 

racing is something unique to 14s. This is a 

trophy, however, that Queen City was never 

able to capture though coming very close on 

numerous occasions. 

But during this decade we also lost some 

stalwarts. Jack Barber went to RCYC, Dennis 

Young’s work took him to Montreal where he 

also continued to sail 14s, and Davey Bell 

moved to Seattle. Joe Yorke and his daughters moved 

on but not before my brother Rob married the eldest, 

went off to graduate school, and eventually moved to 

Hamilton. But we added the Grundland brothers late in 

the decade, and they would become a force in the fleet 

in the next decade. 

1970s: The Beat Goes On 
14s were still an active fleet throughout this decade 

but there was a general decline in centreboard sailing 

nationwide that was also reflected in our 14 fleet. 

Peter Jones sold his boat in the early '70s but was 

always willing to help his old buddies at any time. John 

Clemmer joined the fleet with his pale blue Kirby V, 

Gunnelbum. Both the Grundlands and I upgraded our 

boats from Buller IIs to Kirby Vs, buying bare hulls and 

building the interiors ourselves. The core of the fleet in 

The Mazza Brothers 

(KC274) at CORK 
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this decade became myself, Allan Rae, John Clemmer, 

and the Grundland brothers. But others also came and 

went, including Jerry Sovka, Lorne Chapman, and Tim 

Knight. Peter Broecker also owned a 14 for a period. 

Sam and Gerry Grundland became a formidable team in 

the late '70s and consistently placed in the top five in 

major events.  

The QCYC 14s continued to compete 

in the annual Curry Cup team racing 

among Canadian Yacht Clubs but 

were again unsuccessful in winning 

it. However, two boats with Queen 

City credentials were successful in 

being selected to represent Canada 

at the International Team Races. 

Arthur Earl, with Rob Mazza crewing, 

in 1971 in Annapolis, USA, and the 

Grundland brothers in 1975 in Cowes, England. Unfor-

tunately Sam Grundland could not make it so Gerry 

sailed with a stand-in crew.  

This decade saw changes in the 14 rules as well. After 

being invented in 14s thirty-five years earlier and 

immediately banned, trapezes for the crew were finally 

allowed. Spinnaker poles got longer, roller furling was 

introduced, and the forestay height was raised. 

In 1976 QCYC hosted the Canadian Dinghy Association 

(CDA) regatta, the national championship of Interna-

tional 14-foot dinghies. QCYC had five entrants in the 

41-boat fleet and placed two in the top ten, the 

Grundlands third and me ninth. Jay Cross had an 

important role in this regatta and in the 14 fleet 

generally. Jay grew up around Queen City, son of 

longtime Club member Gord Cross. In his teens he 

crewed for Allan Rae. Jay took on the heavy responsi-

bility of race committee for this CDA and did a great 

job. But what’s even more remarkable is that Jay had 

designed a new hard chine plywood 14 which he and 

Jamie and Hugh Kidd of RCYC (brothers of our own 

Joanna) managed to build in a miraculous three and a 

half weeks, in time to debut at the regatta. With the 

Kidd brothers sailing, it proved very fast, and many 

Davey Bell racing in Buzzard’s Bay 

MA in the early ’60s

Peter Jones’s  

Hardware Collection 
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more would be built as Cross 

Is and IIs. Tim Knight 

partially built one at Queen 

City but before completion 

he sold it (and himself as 

crew for a year) to TSCC. 

The following year, 1977, 

QCYC hosted the annual LSSA 

regatta. George Annand, a 

venerable QCYC keelboat 

racer, had agreed to run the 

race committee. But when he 

broke his collarbone the 

week before, yours truly, 

with the help of my stalwart crew, Jeremy Ruskin, took 

on the role. We managed to pull Peter Jones back into 

the 14 fold again to drive a mark boat. In a mixed bag 

of centreboard starts there were fourteen 14s. The 

Grundlands finished second.   

In 1977 QCYC acquired two used 14s (partially funded 

by a Wintario grant) to give graduates of the Junior 

Sailing program an opportunity to sail a high-perfor-

mance dinghy before they could afford one of their 

own. It was open to any applicant from any yacht club. 

It proved only marginally successful as many potential 

dinghy sailors were being seduced by the growing 

popularity of sailboarding. But those boats were 

available for others to sail. 

1980s: The End of an Era 
By the early '80s centreboard sailing in Toronto was in 

complete decline and the 14 fleets in many clubs 

including QCYC declined as well. Exacerbating this were 

further class rule changes in this decade which made 

the boats more expensive and even more difficult to 

sail for aging sailors and husband-and-wife teams. Only 

RCYC maintained an active International 14 fleet 

through this decade. Al Rae finally moved into 

keelboats, John Clemmer transferred his passion to 

flying, the Grundlands pursued Olympic ambitions, and 

I got transferred to Calgary and sold my boat. Some of 

the last 14s at Queen City were sailed by André 

Jubinville, John Lister, and Mark Millen. When I 

returned in 1983 I do not recall any active Interna-

tional 14s at Queen City. Diehards to the last though, 

Pam and I bought a new B14. The B14 was a one-

design class being promoted by Jay Cross with a Cross 

III hull but a smaller sail plan. We stored it in the 

drysail area as the Dinghy Shed was now converted to 

lockers. By the Club's centennial year, 1989, there were 

only three centreboard members left at the Club. The 

14 era was truly over. But it was a good 35-year run.  

Actually, it wasn’t quite over. In the late '80s and early 

'90s my brother Rob, a graduate of the QCYC 14 fleet 

but now sailing 14s at Royal Hamilton, designed his 

own 14s, Mazza IIs and IIIs, which proved quite 

successful. Jamie Keating (now Commodore of RCYC) 

won the 1992 CDA Regatta in a Mazza III.  

Gerry and Sam 

Grundland at or near 

the front of the fleet, 

mid '70s



QCYC 14 
Sailors 
and 
Designers 
Based 

primarily on 

collective 

memory, some 

of those who 

sailed 14s out 

of QCYC were 

Doug Clapp, 

Don Clapp, Ed 

Stanger, Allan 

Rae, Paul Carver, Peter Jones, Pete Whiskin, John 

Davies, Don Mugford, Bill Taylor, Mike Dempster, John 

Davan, John Lye,  Mel Harris, Don Saunders, David Bell, 

Jeremy Ruskin, Rolf Wertenhauer, Bert Barraclough  

Dennis Young, Jack Barber, Doug Aiken, Eric Lye, Arthur 

Earl, Bob Betty, Norm Boyd, Ron and Rob Mazza, 

Charlie “Cat” Coleman, Jay Cross, Joe Yorke, Bunty 

Yorke, Za (Yorke) Mazza, Paul Olsen, John Clemmer, 

John Jackson, Robin Clayton, Sue Thomas, Rob Brodie, 

Tracy Jones, Pam Mazza, Peter Broecker, Sam and Gerry 

Grundland, 

Jerry Sovka, 

Lorne 

Chapman, Tim 

Knight, Mark 

Millen, André 

Jubinville, and 

John Lister.  

Designers were 

David Bell, Jay 

Cross, and Rob 

Mazza. 

If we missed 

anyone please 

let me know so we can correct the record. 

Sources 
The Pope of Sailing by Paul Franklin Henderson 

“Continuous Evolution – The continuing Journey of the Interna-
tional 14, Part II, Kwasind,” Sept 2013 by Rob Mazza 

The Queen City Yacht Club Centennial Book by Wayne Lilley 

CDA Newsletters, 1977 to 1988 

Richard Slee and the QCYC archives  

Plus the personal memories of Allan Rae, Peter Jones, Paul 
Henderson, myself, and others.  

 
QCYC Curry Cup Team, Ottawa 1978. Back row Mark Millen  

(crew for John Clemmer), Robin Clayton (crew for Allan Rae), 

Ron Mazza, Jeremy Ruskin (crew for Ron Mazza); Front row 

John Clemmer, Allan Rae 

Boats Being Rigged Prior to a Race.  

Arthur Earl on the left, Allan Rae on the right
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Onboard Maiden 

A Sailboat, an Adventure, 
and a Cause

The cure for anything is salt water 

—sweat, tears, or the sea.  

                                        Isak Dinesen 

Perhaps it is a bit of a cliché, but I’ll admit that this is 

one of my favourite expressions. It came to mind when 

I first heard the story of Maiden in 2014. At that time, 

Tracy Edwards, the original skipper of Maiden, was 

trying to raise money to salvage the derelict and 

abandoned sailboat that she and her all-women crew 

had raced in the Whitbread Round the World Race in 

1989—the first women ever to do so. For those who do 

not know the story of Maiden and its original crew, it is 

a remarkable and inspiring story of courage, empow-

erment, and achievement. The stuff of legends, 

actually. As I was very much alive and well in 1989 and 

interested in sports (and a feminist), it surprised me 

(but not really) that I had never heard about Maiden 

before. It is an unfortunate reality that the successes 

of women seldom get the attention they deserve, in the 

media or elsewhere. Thankfully though, due to the 

tenacity of its original crew and an amazing new 

documentary, the incredible story behind the 1989 

By Debra McKenna1 

1 Debra has been a QCYC member since 2015 and sails Sweet 

Chariot, a vintage 1978 Mirage 26. She learned to sail in 2005 

and has since completed several Sail Canada (formerly 

Canadian Yachting Association) courses. In addition to sailing 

in Lake Ontario, Debra has cruised the Caribbean, with trips 

around St. Maarten, St. Barths, and Anguilla in 2016, St. 

Lucia and Martinique in 2017, and Antigua in 2019. As for 

future adventures, Debra is contemplating Sail Amsterdam 

2020—which sounds like a very cool event. So who knows?
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Whitbread Race is having a renaissance. And so too is 

Maiden itself. 

After a successful fundraising campaign to buy the boat 

back and restore it to better than brand new, Maiden is 

now on a three-

year worldwide 

tour with a new, 

all-women crew. 

It began its 

journey in 

November 2018 

and has already 

completed more 

than 20,000 

nautical miles. 

Its current 

mission is to 

raise awareness 

about equality 

issues (in sailing 

and generally) 

and, importantly, 

to fundraise for 

charities that 

support the 

education and 

empowerment of 

girls around the 

world. I loved 

everything about this! So when I heard last year that 

Maiden was accepting applications for guest crew and 

would be making one stop in Canada on its tour, I was 

excited to apply. While I have never been a racer and 

my sailing experience is limited to mostly day-sailing, 

the opportunity to be even a wee part of Maiden’s 

history and to help spread its message that “anything 

is possible” was irresistible. 

So with incredibly good luck and excellent timing, I 

was fortunate to join the crew for its short but very 

beautiful leg from Vancouver to Seattle. I arrived in 

Vancouver on 

August 4 and, 

after a couple of 

days aboard 

(which included 

a shakedown 

cruise and some 

emergency 

manoeuvres, 

getting us and 

the boat ready, 

and talking with 

a number of 

visitors about 

the boat—so 

fun!), we 

departed on the 

afternoon of 

August 6 for 

Seattle after a 

lovely departure 

ceremony 

conducted by 

Wes Nahanee, 

from the 

Squamish Nation, and representatives from the Pulling 

Together Canoe Society.2  

2 This a local organization that brings together First Nations 

communities, police, public agencies, and youth to organize 

various initiatives and events that foster respect and recon-

ciliation (www.pullingtogether.ca).
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Our trip to Seattle took us about 17 hours, ending on 

August 7. We enjoyed a stunning sunset as we sailed 

down the Strait of Georgia. As night fell, the breeze 

and cold arrived (and I mean, really cold). Then the fog 

descended. Halfway through the night, we also encoun-

tered four knots of current that knocked the boat 

around quite a bit and lasted until about 6:00 a.m. One 

of Maiden’s permanent crew described this part of the 

trip as basically white water rafting in a very large 

boat. As I had finished my watch at 2:30 a.m., I only 

had one job after that time—not to get seasick (I did 

not). After dawn, we all moved up to the deck and 

completed the ceremony started by Wes Nahanee in 

Vancouver, releasing into the water the cedar branches 

he used to brush the boat to cleanse it and prepare it 

for its journey. Several hours later, we arrived in a 

foggy Seattle, sleepless but, for me, happy with the 

adventure and happy to be part of Maiden’s legacy. 

I am so grateful to The Maiden Factor and Maiden’s 

amazing crew who welcomed me aboard—fierce, 

talented women from whom I learned so much in such 

a short time. If you are interested in learning more 

about Maiden or making a donation to The Maiden 

Factor Foundation3, visit www.themaidenfactor.org.  

3 The charity partners for The Maiden Factor Foundation are 

www.fieldsoflife.org, www.roomtoread.org,  

www.justadrop.org, www.orchidproject.org,  

https://positivenegatives.org,  and 

www.thegirlsnetwork.org.uk.
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QCYC Best Photos

QCYC Best Photo of the Year: Paul Lehal

 Best Photo Club Spirit:  
Don Hinchley
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Every so often while cruising unexpected things happen 

and are worth recounting. This summer was one of 

those times. 

Elan (Keith and Madeleine Aldridge) and Amelia (Roel 

and Amy Vanderwal) were headed for Presqu’ile Bay in 

late August of 2019 when we tried to contact Presqu’ile 

Yacht Club (PYC). When no person was available, Keith 

made a call to his friend Simon Geller in Brighton to 

ask if he knew the status of docks at PYC. While Simon 

was uncertain of the conditions at PYC, he did remind 

Keith that he still had one of Elan's fenders, recovered 

three years ago at Collins Bay! At that time Elan was 

leaving Collins Bay when a fender came loose and 

drifted into shallow water, and so was abandoned. 

Simon, who had cast off Elan, subsequently sent an 

email to Keith saying he had recovered the fender that 

had drifted back to his dock. Back to the present. 

Simon remarked that Elan's fender was still in his 

garage and he would be happy to bring it along if Elan 

docked at Presqu’ile Bay.  

Elan and Amelia subsequently docked at Gosport in 

Presqu’ile Bay as there were no docks available at PYC. 

We were located on the two outside docks and paid our 

fees to the Marina. Subsequently we learned that two 

QCYC boats, Fritha and Initram, were due to arrive at 

Gosport later in the evening so we rafted Amelia to 

Elan to leave dock space for them. 

Meanwhile Simon arrived with Elan's long lost fender 

under his arm. He joined Madeleine and Keith for drinks 

on Elan along with Roel and Amy and began what was 

expected to be an evening of conversation about 

cruising adventures, unaware of what was about to 

befall us. By about 10 p.m. the two C&C 35s from QCYC 

had still not arrived. Suddenly a large powerboat 

appeared next to our rafted sailboats along with angry 

fishermen shouting “Get off my f…ing dock! I paid for 

this dock!” To which we replied “So did we!” "Move 

your boats immediately!” we were told. Clearly a double 

booking had been made by the new owners of the 

Marina, who also appeared on the dock.  

After a lot of shouting and cursing, Madeleine 

convinced the fishermen on the powerboat to dock on 

the remaining open space. Meanwhile Fritha and 

Initram silently appeared in the darkness and patiently 

waited until additional interior dock locations were 

found. John Wilson and George Molyneux from Initram 

along with Paul Lehal and Kim Wade from Fritha all 

joined us in Elan's cockpit. So we had eight QCYC 

members plus our friend Simon along with our long lost 

fender, enjoying an evening that ended happily in 

Presqu’ile Bay.    

Rendezvous at Gosport
By Madeleine and Keith Aldridge 



Life is
at QC



s good  
QCYC!
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Queen City Yacht Club 
2019 Awards 

Wednesday Night Series 
Series 1 

PHRF 1                   1st                   Circe III                            Ron Mazza 
                                2nd                 Amelia                             Roel Vanderwal 
                                3rd                  Veloce                             Mark Millen 
PHRF 2                   1st                   Bandoleer                        Bruce Smith 
                                2nd                 Gone with the Wind 2      Bill Eckersley 
                                3rd                  Running Free                  Christopher Borgal 
PHRF 3                   1st                   Panache                          Mark Macrae 
                                2nd                 Warington                        Keith Nunn & Tay Moss 
                                3rd                  Swallow                           Peter Broeker 
PHRF 4                   1st                   Fine Wine                        Frank Bushe 
                                2nd                 Zig Zag                            John Mcleod 
                                3rd                  Voulez-vous                     Thomas King 
Shark                       1st                   Borne Home                    David Pitcher 
                                2nd                 Mazzarati                        Joanna Kidd 
                                3rd                  Ace                                  Starla Talbot 
Star                          1st                                                           Brandon Zagorski & Jeff Imai 
                                2nd                                                         Angelo Degennaro & David Winter 
                                3rd                                                          Robert Hupfield 

PHRF 1                   1st                   Circe III                            Ron Mazza 
                                2nd                 Abracadabra                    Klaus Noack 
                                3rd                  Amelia                             Roel Vanderwal 
PHRF 2                   1st                   Gone With Wind 2           Bill Eckersley 
                                2nd                 Don’t Think Twice            Trevor Spurr 
                                3rd                  Bandoleer                        Bruce Smith 
PHRF 3                   1st                   Swallow                           Peter Broeker 
                                2nd                 Troubadour                      Daniel Smith 
                                3rd                  Warington                        Keith Nunn & Tay Moss 
PHRF 4                   1st                   Fine Wine                        Frank Bushe 
                                2nd                 Zig Zag                            John Mcleod 
                                3rd                  Pugwash                         Steve Gigiel 
Shark                       1st                   Borne Home                    David Pitcher 
                                2nd                 Otazel                              Paul Horne 
                                3rd                  On the Rocks                  Paul Noack & Scott Forbes 
Star                          1st                                                           Amanda & Tony Karahanas 
                                2nd                                                          Robert Hupfield 
                                3rd                                                          Roger & Michelle Potts 

Series 2
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PHRF 1                   1st                   Blue Streak                      Robert Eckersley 
                                2nd                 Circe III                            Ron Mazza 
                                3rd                  Alpha Omega                  Eric Whan 
PHRF 2                   1st                   Bandoleer                        Bruce Smith 
                                2nd                 L’Otago                            Benjamin Angus 
                                3rd                  Don’t Think Twice            Trevor Spurr 
PHRF 3                   1st                   Warington                        Keith Nunn and Tay Moss 
                                2nd                 Swallow                           Peter Broeker 
                                3rd                  Skipping Stone                Jade McDonell 
PHRF 4                   1st                   Fine Wine                        Frank Bushe 
                                2nd                 Pugwash                         Steve Gigiel 
                                3rd                  Eventide                          Victor Granic 
Shark                       1st                   Otazel                              Paul Horne 
                                2nd                 Borne Home                    David Pitcher 
                                3rd                  Mazzarati                         Joanna Kidd 
Star                          1st                                                           Amanda and Tony Karahanas 
                                2nd                                                          Robert Hupfield 
                                3rd                                                          Roger and Michelle Potts 

Series 3

Best Shark Wednesday — Borne Home, David Pitcher 
Best Star Wednesday Nights —  QCYC Annual Regatta 1909 Class F — Special K, Amanda and Tony 
Karahanas 
First over the Line — Starters’ Cup – Warington, Keith Nunn and Tay Moss 
Overall Wednesday Champion — World Challenge Cup — Bandoleer, Bruce Smith 
Most Helpful and Cooperative Junior Club Member — Sunfish Trophy — Kai Warren 
Best Junior Club Racer — George Annand Trophy — Maria Yampolsky and Téa Lacey 
Best showing at CORK — CORK Trophy  — Maria Yampolsky and Téa Lacey 
Most Improved Junior Club Racer — Al Rae Memorial Trophy — Ben Biggs 
Service to Junior Club — Gayle Kay Trophy — Eric Whan 
Best QCYC Yacht in LORC Events — David Smith Trophy — Warington, Keith Nunn and Tay Moss 
Best Shark at QCYC Regatta — Patricia Whetung Shark Trophy — Ace, Robin Spurr 
Best QCYC yacht in AHMEN — Snipe Class Trophy 1934 — To Be Determined 
Best QCYC Yacht in Whitesails at QCYC Regatta — THC Plate – Amelia, Roel Vanderwal 
Best Performance in A Middle/Long Distance Race — Hole in the Wal — Running Free, Chris Borgal 
Best yacht club in QCYC Regatta — Graham Dougall Trophy — RCYC 
Most Valuable Keelboat Crew — QCYC 16-foot Skiff Cup — Yurii Kuzmin and Kelly Callahan 
Most Valuable Female Crew — Mrs. Jimmy Drury Trophy — The female crew of Circe III Pam Mazza, 
Susan Mazza, Kathleen Doodie and Nansi Thomas. 
Most Improved Racer — NYC 16’ Skiff, Yurii Kuzmin and Kelly Callahan 

Champion of Champions and Downard Cup 
PHRF 1                   1st                   Blue Streak                Robert Eckersley 
PHRF 1                   2nd                 Circe III                       Ron Mazza 
PHRF 1                   3rd                  Amelia                        Roel Vanderwal 
PHRF 2                   1st                   Borne Home               David Pitcher 
PHRF 2                   2nd                 Warington                   Keith Nunn and Tay Moss 
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Champion of Champions and Algonquin Cup 
Star                          1st                  Robert Hupfield 

Last Chance Line Honours and Annual Matilda Trophy — Blue Streak, Robert Eckersley 

Last Chance and QCYC Annual Regatta Trophy 1910 — Blue Streak, Robert Eckersley 

Women Skippers (QCYC) and Marlyn McDonald Trophy and Women Skippers (Open) and 70th 
Anniversary Trophy — Circe III, Susan Mazza 

Women Skippers (KB) and QCYC Class A 1913 Trophy — Circe III, Susan Mazza 

Most Ports Entered outside a 25-nautical mile radius of the Club — Georgina World Cup — Elan, Keith 
and Madeleine Aldridge 

Best Photo — QCYC Regatta 1904 Special Class — Paul Lehal 

Best Photo Exhibiting QCYC Spirit — QCYC Regatta 1909 Special Class —  Don Hinchley 

PHRF 1                    1st                   Blue Streak                      Robert Eckersley 
                                2nd                 Circe III                            Ron Mazza 
                                3rd                  GWTW II                         Bill Eckersley 
PHRF 2                    1st                                                           Robert Hupfield 
                                2nd                                                          Brandon Zagorski and Jeff Imai 
                                3rd                  Alpha Omega                  Eric Whan 

PHRF 1                    1st                   Circe III                            Susan Mazza 
                                2nd                 Bandoleer                        Mary Ann Tevlin 
                                3rd                  Alpha Omega                  Rachel Kozicz 
PHRF 2                    1st                   Special K                         Amanda and Gerry Karahanas 
                                2nd                 Panache                          Amanda Thamarajah 
                                3rd                  Voulez-vous                     Carolyn Burgess 

Fifty Year Member Recognition
Peter and Moya Ashby 
Patrick and Diana Walton 

Special Recognition
“Grouchy Old Geezer” — The "Gibby" Award — Thomas King 

Smoothest Bottom — Smooth Bottom Society QCYC — Prosecco, Steve 
Hills  

Outstanding Service to Race Management — Kay Walker Memorial Trophy 
– Kim Parker and Karen Wash  

Outstanding Achievement in Open Competition — Parkinson Trophy — 
Running Free, Chris Borgal 

Service to the Club — Jack Albertson Trophy — Robert Hupfield  
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Commodore 
Genia Vanderkruk  commodore@qcyc.ca

As I write this, the Club and its 
members are preparing for the end 
of season, with last races being 
raced, masts coming down, awards 
being handed out, and plans being 

made for work parties, haulout, and the shutdown of 
the Club. 

I’m pleased that our Club continues to thrive, despite 
the challenges we faced this season with high water 
levels.  I wish I had a crystal ball to foretell what the 
coming years hold in store with respect to the weather, 
but I don’t need a crystal ball to know that with the 
contributions of our members, Queen City will continue 
to be a great place to spend our summers in company 
with friends. 

This season, Past Commodore Jacqui Cook provided a 
number of Clipper articles to help members understand 
the roles of the Board and the Management Committee.  
Having spent eight of my 14 years at Queen City on the 
Board, I can tell you that it is a rewarding experience.  
I will be stepping down as Commodore after this 
season, and encourage you to consider serving the Club 
as a Board member.  You’ll gain a whole new insight 
into the Club, and will meet a dedicated group of 
members who are willing to work together for our 
mutual benefit. 

I wish you all a safe and enjoyable off-season, and 
hope you all keep in touch with Club happenings 
through the Quick Clipper.  

If you have visited other clubs on 

the lake, you will already know 

that the women's facilities at 

QCYC are amongst the worst you 

can experience. We may be the 

“friendliest club” but we certainly lack pleasant facil-

ities for our lady members and visitors. 

The Women’s Washroom  
Renovation Project 
Thank you to all the members who came out to the 

information and feedback meeting on this important 

project. Thanks especially to Nick Mather for taking 

on the project leader role. As announced in the Quick 

Clipper, Nick will need lots of help in order to 

complete this important work over the off-season. 

We are asking for help from construction-minded 

members for this important project. 

The design is complete and materials have been 

ordered, some of which will already be at the Club 

when you read this. The schedule is tight, and the 

plan is to try and get the majority of the work 

completed in November before the weather gets too 

cold. Demolition starts Saturday November 2nd and 

will run through Sunday and part of the following 

week if required. Construction will commence 

Saturday 9th and will be co-ordinated around the 

availability of those with construction skills (or some 

experience). 

Nick Mather (Ascend) is co-ordinating this important 

project. If you can help please reach out to him at 

nick.mather@rogers.com or cell 416 371 9902. 

 

House 
Mark MacRae house@qcyc.ca
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Thank you to the following adver-
tisers who generously contributed 
to support this year’s Clipper: 
Ladybug Florists, Great Lake 

Yachts, Nautical Mind, Rigging Shoppe, RPM, Mobile 
Marine, and Fogh Marine. Members, please recip-
rocate in kind whenever you can. 

Many thanks to members Mary Partridge, Pam and 
Ron Mazza, Nancy Moore, John Fursdon, Richard Slee, 
Katherine Baker-Ross, Garry Baker, Rick and Wendy 
Hardy, Jacqui Cook, Susan Baker, Peter Ashby, Frank 
Bushe, Andy Oakes, Keith Aldridge, Robin Spurr, Val 
Wint, Debra McKenna, and Rob Hupfield who kindly 
donated their time to provide interesting content for 
this year’s issues. We continue to receive numerous 
compliments on the stories, artwork, and photos that 
have been published this season. 

Welcome to Peter Ashby who has agreed to assume the 
role of Clipper Copyeditor in 2020, taking over from 
Heather Jackson. She and Glen Newbury (Clipper 
Layout) have done an amazing job on this year’s publi-
cations. We have been privileged to have Heather’s 
expertise and guidance over the past few years.  

A huge thank you to weekly Quick Clipper moderators 
Jim Neundorf and Victor Granic for keeping us 
updated on key messages and events.  

The online Club Roster has been updated with the 
final 2019 version completed by Richard Slee and 
Laura Manganaro. Thank you to members Rosalind 
Ross and Katherine Baker-Ross who spent a good 
chunk of time reconciling the Club Roster with the 
Quick Clipper mailing list.  

Thanks also to Arleigh Crawford, our dutiful 
Webmaster, who is always busy behind the scenes to 
ensure that the website operates as it should as well 

as providing ongoing support and guidance. Discrep-
ancies with the Tender Times on the home page has 
now been remediated and you may have noticed the 
countdown to haulout has recently been implemented. 

The online photo gallery has been updated with 
pictures taken by members this season. I hope that 
browsing through these photos during the winter 
months will give you a warm feeling and remind you 
that another sailing season is on the horizon. Thank 
you to members Peter Ashby, Dana Beeton, Kristin 
Basmadjian, Jacqui Cook, Peter Broecker, Brenda 
Blake, Teresa Eckersley, Lincoln Frost-Hunt, Rob 
Hupfield, Heather Jackson, Don Hinchley, Merle 
Kisby, Yuri Kuzmin, Paul Lehal, John McLeod, Phil 
Morley, Kelly Ni, Keith Nunn, Jess Mace, Barry, and 
Terry ONeill, Rosalind Ross, Eriks Rugelis, Deirdre 
Sadler, Linda Toms, Ed and Genia Vanderkruk, Patricia 
Watt, Whit Webster, and Eric Whan. Apologies if I 
have overlooked anyone. Many of the images 
submitted by members over this season were sent to 
the Communications Committee to select the 1) Best 
Photo and 2) Best Photo showing QCYC Club Spirt 
awards. You can see the winning photos on page 16.  

Social Media 
A big thank you goes out to Keith Nunn, who 
continues to keep our Twitter page updated, and to 
Lesley Heathcote for maintaining our Facebook page. 
Welcome to Linda Hodgkinson who has recently taken 
over from Lesley.  

The entire Communications Committee has been 
fantastic and so helpful during this, my first year as 
Chair. Keep in mind that our committee members 
contribute many volunteer hours to keep you 
informed through various media.  

There is always room for fresh ideas and areas of 
expertise. If you would like to be part of our team 
please don’t hesitate to reach out.  

Communications 
Linda Mote   communications@qcyc.ca
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 A lot of things are going on as we 
wind down for the season. These 
recent flood years have pushed 
back visible progress and mainte-
nance at the Club as we have had 

to respond to the immediate crises. Some have 
complained that things look a bit “shoddy.” Well, they 
do, but my suggestion to those who feel that way and 
still have a bit of energy, is to grab a paint brush, a 
shovel, a rake, or snippers and help everyone to 
“unshoddy” a bit (even if only a little bit). We have 
been hit really hard by the floods and need to re-group 
to fight back. 

Long-term solutions are needed to get us back on 
track. I recently sent out a message outlining the 
operations of the flood-mitigation committee chaired 
by Past Commodore Ken Owen. This group of members, 
all of whom have a variety of high-level technical skills, 
is working out a set of flood-control plans to protect 
the Club against such events in the future. A variety of 
solutions will be required depending on which part of 
the perimeter is being addressed. This plan will be 
“strategic" in nature and will focus on long-term 
mitigation efforts (packing sandbags is “tactical” and 
deals with the immediate issue of water entering the 
property). We have had several meetings and are 
exploring a suite of responses which range from specific 
retention designs to permanent pump installations, and 
ranging up to, and including, political discussions with 
the City. Over the winter, I will keep you posted as the 
plans evolve. I hope to be able to detail our initiatives 
in the Spring Meeting, which may actually post-date 
the installation of some of the measures. In the 
meantime, we have fortified the perimeter by leaving 
some sandbags. This will reduce the effort in the event 
of another flood event in the spring (which we 
sincerely hope will not occur and thus give us a longer 
period to put our defences in place). Protection against 
ultraviolet degradation of the existing sandbags will be 

put into place over the winter by covers to ensure that 
the bags can be used next year if necessary. One of the 
objectives for the implementation of permanent 
measures will be to ensure that they are attractive—
grass berms, properly contained and recessed pumps, 
etc., as this is critical to start the process of “unshod-
difying” and bringing the Club back to the conditions 
of this place we love. 

It takes time, of course, to get these projects under 
way. One of the worst places damaged by the floods 
was the storage compound by the north gate. We are 
well along with the design and acquisition of new 
storage sheds which will match the aesthetic of the 
Club, clean up that area, and provide protection for our 
yard tractor. We hope to have this in place by the 
spring and done in a manner that will reinforce that 
part of the flood perimeter. 

This fall will see the long-desired renovations to the 
women’s washroom in the clubhouse initiated by House 
Chair Mark MacRae. Nick Mather will be leading the 
charge with a work party to complete this project 
which has been in limbo due to a variety of reasons. 

We all need long-term dreams, as well. Membership 
Chair Sandy Mandel connected the Club with the 
interior design program at Humber College, one of the 
instructors of which has roots in QCYC. Recently, I was 
pleased to welcome some 50 students and their 
instructors to the Club. They will use the clubhouse as 
the basis for their term papers. After a brief introduction 
to the Club and a tour, they set out with cameras and 
tape measures and, at the end of the term, will produce 
some “dream schemes” for the site. I have asked that a 
sample of the best be shared with us for publication in 
the Clipper. We may not be able to afford all of the 
results, but we might be able to use some of the more 
interesting ideas to improve our facilities! 

 

Vice Commodore 
Chris Borgal vicecommodore@qcyc.ca

Continued bottom of next page
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As I have previously said, we must all participate in 
Member Contribution hours. This keeps our overall costs 
under control. It also means that, by doing these hours, 
we get to meet our fellow members and establish long-
term friendships and, in the process, maintain our 
Club’s spirit—which is considerably different from that 
of many other clubs. Please continue to contribute and 
make sure that your hours are submitted. 

Val Wint recently organised an open microphone 
evening for those wishing to read poems, put up art, or 
sing a song or two. We had a terrific range of talent 
from young to not so young. The briefly advertised 
event attracted an audience of over 40, both partici-
pants and audience, who all appeared to have a great 
time. Our QCYC Jazz band, which played a concert this 
year, is legendary among clubs around the lake. It is 
time we created a new way of showcasing our young 

talent and rumours are that we will try to have several 
similar open mic events next summer for the enjoyment 
and participation of our members. 

We still need more participation by our young sailors in 
inter-club racing. Speak to me or Graham Dougall, our 
Rear Commodore, about this. Also, bear in mind that a 
part of our charter includes using or learning the skills 
around boat maintenance, repairs and construction. 
There are many people at the Club who have just such 
skills and would be happy to mentor such projects. Just 
ask around! 

I hope everyone has a safe and successful haulout and 
an interesting and happy winter, wherever you may set 
your sails. I am looking forward to seeing everyone 
again in the spring. 

 

Vice Commodore, continued from last page

As we approach the end of the 
2019 season at QCYC, I hope all 
members have had time to sail, 
dine, and enjoy this fabulous 
place. It has been a tough year 

with high water again, and levels even higher than 
2017. Once again the membership stepped up with 
hours and hours of sandbagging and sandbag 
placement to protect the Club, the clubhouse, and our 
neighbours on Nottawa. A special thanks goes to the 
Pump Brigade for their long hours monitoring our forti-
fications 24/7.  

We aren’t looking our beautiful best while a High Water 
Committee is investigating our best approach going 
forward. I’m sure all members agree that removing all 
the sandbags without knowing our future would be 
foolish. 

Beyond protecting the club assets from high water, 
there is much more to do, such as  repairing our assets, 
painting, prepping the yard for haulout, etc. So if you 
haven’t logged your hours yet, please do. No one wants 
a $75/hr. bill come next spring for not pitching in as a 
requirement of your membership.  

Thanks to all the members who have helped out. And 
thanks especially to this year’s Board and the many 
hours they have devoted to managing our Club, our 
racing program, the continued service of our fleet, our 
grounds, the marine yard, our communications, our 
historical clubhouse, our Learn to Sail programs, 
membership recruitment, moorings, the books, and our 
future plans. And if you are a senior member and 
curious as to what the Board does, put your hand up. 
Run for the Board or help out on one of the many 
committees. This is your Club and it needs you. 

A final thanks goes to Laura Manganaro, our  
manager. QCYC is lucky to have her steady hand guiding 
all of us. 

Secretary 
Nansi Thomas   secretary@qcyc.ca
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I’m writing this on Sept. 20, and 
for the first time since I have been 
Learn to Sail Chair, our program is 
still underway! All through 

September our youth race coach, Louis Riel-Brockie, 
has been working with two of our sailors, Maria 
Yampolsky and Téa Lacey. They are off to represent 
QCYC at Fall CORK this weekend. Good luck and fair 
winds! 

The 2019 Learn to Sail Session was quite a journey. In 
June, with our flooded grounds, it was hard to see how 
we could run our youth program at all. Fortunately, 
despite the high water levels, the season went 
smoothly, with excellent parent feedback and some 
huge leaps in abilities by many of our sailors. My 
heartfelt thanks to all the members who worked so hard 
to sandbag the Club so that the grounds were dry 
enough for us to function and to construct the ramps 
that made our temporary home on the Rapids Queen 
work so well. Many, many people helped us. Thank you! 

Sincere shout outs to: 

Andy Oakes—The docks Andy procured from Port Credit 
made the Rapids Queen launch not just possible but 
very effective. These docks will be an asset to the Club 
for years to come. 

Roel Vanderwal—Thank you for project managing the 
building and repair of the Rapids Queen ramps that 
allowed us to launch each day. 

Eric Whan—Thank you for organizing the U-Haul rental 
and towing a trailer to and from Kingston for CORK. You 
made CORK possible for our three teams! 

You—our very supportive members. 

 

Highlights 
• Three full Adult CYA Cruising Courses, taught by Scott 

Forbes. 

• Three teams competed at CORK. Maria Yampolsky and 

Téa Lacey won a 2nd in the Silver Fleet. 

• Three of our junior teams competed at the Hans Fogh 

Regatta, all in the top 25% of the fleet. We have 

some talented up-and-coming sailors! 

• We sold one of our older and unused 420s for $700. 

• We held a fantastic and very well attended awards 

banquet. 

• Our season has extended into the fall, with private 

coaching sessions run by our race coach Louis Riel-

Brockie; and we have one boat representing QCYC at 

Fall CORK this weekend. 

We did not reach our revenue goals this year, but we 

were able to keep control of expenses so that the net 

contribution to the Club was very close to budget. 

Overall, though, the program is well positioned to grow 

next year. Hopefully the water will stay on the right 

side of the walls next year! 

Jimmy Wicks once again did an excellent job of keeping 

our motors running. We do have some outstanding 

issues with our fleet: 

• We have had a two-year, ongoing problem with the 

20HP Yamaha we bought last year. It is currently in 

for its sixth service, getting a new carburetor. 

Hopefully, this will fix its issues. 

• At the end of the year our smaller Highfield started 

to take on water. The hull is damaged but the repair 

is underway and all will be good for next year. 

Learn to Sail 
Robert Eckersley learntosail@qcyc.ca

Continued on bottom of next page
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Wow! Where has the summer 
disappeared to? You blink once 
and it’s gone. With fall’s arrival 
it’s down to the sad but 

necessary business of haulout. Cradle inspections 
have been done thanks to Doug Harvey, and the 
results are posted in the QCYC website under "Yard." 
They are also posted on the bulletin board in the 
Club foyer. Addressing flagged deficiencies has to be 
completed before haulout. The yard has been in a bit 
of a mess this year due to the high water, causing 
ways to float away and run askew. The work parties 
of Saturday, October 5 and Sunday, October 6 should 

correct these problems and the ways will be back to 
normal by the time of haulout. Thanks to David Kent 
and his crew for organizing the Saturday, September 
21 work party dedicated to preparing the mast crane 
area. An amazing amount of work has been done.  

When unstepping your mast please have your boat 
fully prepared by having sails and boom removed and 
rigging loose. Please remove your mast from the work 
area asap as a courtesy to other boats. Remember, 
steel-toed work boots are a must and work gloves are 
strongly recommended at haulout. See you all at 
8:00 sharp. Since safety is a priority, let’s strive for a 
haulout that’s safe and secure.  

Lastly, I would also like to thank Graham McDougall, 
Linda Mote, Arleigh Crawford and Laura Manganaro 
for all their assistance. 

Yard 
Roel Vanderwal   yard@qcyc.ca  
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It is with a heavy heart that I 
write my final Clipper article of the 
summer, where did it go? As much 
as a person tries to relish each and 

every day, the summer still seems to fly by. And 
although the boats will soon be put away, we still have 
lots of work to do over the coming months. I would like 
to thank the membership for their continued support 
this summer. We successfully launched the new 
scannable tender passes this season with a lot of 
positive feedback. The data we have collected will help 
us to build a schedule that properly reflects the needs 
of the members and continue to improve the tender 
service for the future 

A visit to Queen City Yacht Club starts and ends with 
the tender service. The boat and its crew represent the 
Club on every run. This season we strived to exceed 
people's expectations and provide a service that we can 
all be proud of.  

Our goal for 2019 was to provide a reliable, dependable, 
user-friendly service that members could count on. 
Based on the feedback from the members who have 
approached me, we accomplished just that. Communi-
cation with members on those rare days when the AQII  
was down for service or weather greatly improved this 
season thanks to the Communications team and the 
QCYC Gybe. Returning the AQII to full-time service 
meant that no member was left behind this season, no 

more guessing, no more confrontations, no more 
starting your visit to the Club on the wrong foot.  

The AQII provided 95% of the service this season. She 
proved herself a safe and dependable vessel rain or 
shine. She was down twice due to mechanical failure 
for a total of three days. Our goal for 2020 is to reduce 
down time even further by implementing a more 
rigorous maintenance schedule of weekly stem-to-stern 
inspections. The utilization of the AQII instead of the 
Princess this season greatly reduced fleet fuel costs 
while at the same time increasing service.  

Over the coming months the engine of AQII  will either 
be rebuilt or replaced. The engine was installed in 2009 
and has provided the Club with ten years, or 17000 hrs, 
of service and is in need of attention. I have put 
together a working group of members to help research 
our options and plan the project. I have also 
approached the builder of the AQII , George Yates, for 
his recommendations and technical support.  

I would like to thank Laura for all her help this season. 
Her continued hard work made my job all the more 
manageable. Laura always finds time to help no matter 
how busy she is, and when I fell ill it was reassuring to 
know that she was there to steady the ship.  

For me personally it has been a pleasure serving as the 
Fleet Captain this season. It has proved to be a great 
learning opportunity for me, and a chance for me to 
contribute to the Club in a lasting way. I look forward 
to continuing as Fleet Captain for the 2020 season 
should I be re-elected to the position.          

Fleet 
Andy Oakes fleet@qcyc.ca

• Overall maintenance of the large Highfield remains 

an inter-department issue that needs to be resolved 

within the Club. It is an important asset that needs 

love and care. 

After five years as Learn to Sail Chair, it is time for me 

to step down. Yves Florack has agreed to  take over as 
LTS Chair next year. I think he will do a great job and 
my intention is to give him whatever support he needs. 
He is already working on staffing for next year. 

See you in the yard at haulout, if not before. 

Learn to Sail. Continued from top of last page.
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Thank You for a great job!
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I was excited to join the Board 
this year. It was meaningful to me 
to step into the shoes of two prior 
generations of my family, but also, 

I wanted to contribute and had a specific platform in 
mind for the Planning Chair role. 

Traditionally, Planning Chairs have executed a wide 
range of initiatives at the Club, each with its own 
merit. My year was spent on a singular focus—
collecting and organizing information that can be 
leveraged to make the best possible decisions in the 
future. 

While I continue to develop a front-office management 
tool for the office, I’d like to briefly discuss the 
scanning systems that were put in place on the tenders 
this year. Obviously, the tenders continue to operate, 
so I have not done a complete analysis of the results at 
the time of writing. My plan is the do a deep dive at 
the conclusion of the tender service with the help of 
Brandon Zagorski and Peter Steele-Mosey, both of 
whom are accomplished data scientists. 

The results that I will show you here will include scans 
between May 6, when we began the program, and 
August 31. I quickly threw some graphs together using 
Excel, which isn’t overly impressive, but I do like that 
this information is readily available for analysis when I 
have to write one of these reports. The number of scans 
is just over 25,000 at the time of writing. Let’s look at 

Planning 
Dan Smith   planning@qcyc.ca

Here we have ridership by membership category. 51% senior members, but odds are that we should add in the 7% 
overrides as these are likely senior members who forgot their cards (we should be better than 7% on this!).
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Ridership by month across all 

membership types with July 

being the busiest. I would guess 

that this correlates to Lake 

Ontario water levels receding 

over this time horizon.

Ridership by weekday 

intuitively shows Wednesday 

and Saturday as the busiest 

with Sunday and Friday 

acting as the mid-peak 

shoulders.

Ridership by time of day (including returns 

and departures to the Club) shows a common-

sense rush-hour peak in the afternoon, but 

interestingly not as much in the morning. 

Perhaps members casually depart throughout 

the morning and return for dinner or before 

rush hour truly takes hold? 

If you’re wondering why 7 a.m. appears in the 

chart, that’s just the way Excel parsed the 

data. These are scans that occurred as 

members boarded the 8 a.m. boat which Excel 

bucketed into the 7 a.m. column. The real 

analysis will be much more precise! 
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We also looked at the 

number of bicycles trans-

ported on the tenders. The 

hourly summary above 

closely matches ridership by 

hour and, again, peaks in 

the rush-hour time frames.

In the end, this is going to be a long-term project with many of the benefits not being realized until years down the 

road. The flooding that occurred this year certainly had an impact on overall ridership and it will be interesting to 

quantify that impact by comparing ridership to a normal year (once we have one). I plan to stand again for Planning 

Chair next year, so I hope that you all find this as interesting and useful as I do. If you have any ideas that you think I 

could implement, definitely reach out to me and talk it over. 

Have a great winter! 
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I would like to say that this was a 
successful year for the Queen City 
Sailing Program. I must qualify 
that with the statement that it 

was a successful year given the extraordinarily difficult 
situation we faced. 

All the successful events and activities are solely due to 
the work and effort put in by the many volunteers. 
Without this member contribution, there wouldn't be a 
Sailing Program. 

While I would like to thank and name everyone who 
contributed to the Sailing Program personally in this 
article, there just isn't enough room because of the 
large numbers of individuals involved and because the 

season isn’t complete yet. I will do the same as last 
year and create a graphic listing all the names. This 
graphic will be posted on the website and around the 
Club, and presented at the Annual General Meeting in 
December.  

I will be standing for re-election as Rear Commodore 
for at least one more year. It's never too early to start 
thinking about and executing a transition plan. I 
believe the most effective way to accomplish this is by 
the development and institution of teams who can 
continue the Sailing Program forward on a long-term 
basis and who can expand it. This has been partially 
achieved with the following teams and their leaders, 
whom I must personally name for their contribution 
this year. 

• Open Regatta Team – led by Dan Smith 

• Cruising Team – led by Pat Whetung 

Rear Commodore 
Graham Dougall  rearcommodore@qcyc.ca

ONE NAME.  TWO GREAT SOURCES.
DIFFERENT BOATERS... DIFFERENT NEEDS... DIFFERENT STORES

Sailboats   |   Kayaks   |  Paddleboards

901 Oxford Street  |  Toronto

ph  416 251 0384  or tf  1 800 342 3644

www.foghmarine.com

Hardware + Accessories For Power + Sailboats

1 Port St. East  |  Mississauga

ph 905 278 7005  or tf  1 800 263 1506

www.foghboatsupplies.com
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• Measurement Team – led by Brandon Zagorski 

• Women Skippers Race Team – led by Robin Spurr 

• Wednesday Night Racing Team – led by Ron Mazza 

One of the key achievements in 2019 was the joint 
effort by the Open Regatta and WSR teams in soliciting 
and coordinating sponsorship. On the back cover of this 
issue of the Clipper is a list of the organizations 
supporting these two key QCYC events. Please patronize 
them and tell them how much you appreciate their 
support of Queen City. 

We must extend our heartfelt appreciation to Flagship 
Software Ltd. for their title sponsorship of both the 
QCYC LORC Open Regatta and WSR Presented by 
Flagship Software Ltd. Please visit their website to see 
if their products and services are something your 
organization could use.  

We must all thank Robin for her efforts over the past 
two years for the Women Skippers Race as she is 
stepping aside from this role. Which means we are 
looking for a WSR Team Lead; any volunteers?  

Members can find more detailed information on the 
activities and issues facing the Sailing Program and its 
teams in the monthly report from the Sailing Program 
attached to the Board minutes in the Members Only 
section of the website. 

Planning is underway by the various teams for the 2020 
season. Whether the season is a success is highly 
dependent on the pre-season work done by the teams. 
All the teams welcome and need your input now so 
they can work towards what the members want. Please 
discuss your ideas and suggestions with the team leads. 
Even better, volunteer to help them over the winter and 
next season. There are never enough volunteers and 
volunteer hours.  

The off season is a very good opportunity to advance 
your knowledge and skills with education. As QCYC is a 

seasonal operation, we aren’t in a position to provide 
onsite courses and presentations through the off 
season. However, our members are always welcome by 
other GTA clubs to attend their sessions. Please check 
with their websites to see their offerings, most of 
which start in January. 

Other sources of useful courses, both in person and 
online, include: 

Canadian Power and Sail Squadrons - www.boating-
courses.ca  

Canadian Red Cross - www.redcross.ca  

Great Lakes Cruising Club School - 
www.glcclub.com/accessing-glccschool  

Humber Bay Sailing Centre – www.hbsailing.com   

Ontario Sailing – www.ontariosailing.ca  

St. John’s Ambulance – www.sja.ca  

I will post and circulate information on courses and 
sessions that I become aware of in the Quick Clipper, 
website and QCYC social media. However, to find the 
ones that are of interest to you and to get a spot 
before they become full, please do your own 
monitoring.  

Again, check their websites on a periodic basis, as 
courses and presentations may not be posted until a 
few weeks before their occurrence. 

I would ask everyone to submit their Member Contri-
bution Hours by the deadline. This includes submitting 
hours beyond the required target as this helps us track 
how much the members contribute to the success of 
the Club and its activities.  

Again, thanks to everyone for your support of the QCYC 
Sailing Program! 
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705.209.4344
rpmservicetech@gmail.com

NORM TESKEY
YACHT ENGINEER /
MARINE MECHANIC

 
513 Church Street 

(416) 922-9971 
www.ladybugflorist.com 

 

A year of the Clipper isn’t 
complete without a photo of 
Tom King with a weenie on  
his head.






